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Abstract: We report on a flat-top and ultrawide emission bandwidth of 125 nm from InGaAsP/InP multiple quantum-well (MQW) superluminescent diode with antireflection
coated and tilted ridge-waveguide device configuration. A total output power in excess
of 70 mW with an average power spectral density of 0.56 mW/nm and spectral ripple 
1:2  0:5 dB is measured from the device. Wall-plug efficiency and output power as
high as 14% and 80 mW, respectively, is demonstrated from this batch of devices. We
attribute the broad emission to the inherent inhomogeneity of the electron–heavy-hole
(e-hh) and electron–light-hole (e-lh) recombination of the ground state and the first excited state of the MQWs and their simultaneous emission.
Index Terms: Multiple quantum-wells, superluminescent diode, high-power, broadband
emission, inhomogeneous broadening.

1. Introduction
High power and broadband superluminescent diode (SLD) with flat-top emission spectrum is a
desirable optical source in noninvasive biomedical imaging techniques employing low coherence interferometry, for instance, optical coherence tomography (OCT) [1]. Several broadband
SLDs have been reported for OCT applications, encompassing emission wavelength 1000 nm
[2], [3], 1300 nm [4]–[11] and 1500 nm [12]–[14], and using different quantum confined nanostructure based active regions, ranging from quantum-wells (QW) [7]–[12] to quantum dots
(Qdots) [3]–[6], and very recently quasi-zero dimensional quantum dashes [13], [14]. For the
1300 nm wavelength window, active region designs based on both multi-stack Qdots and
MQW nanostructures have been investigated. In the design of Qdots based SLDs, both identical
and chirped multi-stack InAs/GaAs active region have been demonstrated. Moreover, intermixing and p-doping techniques were also employed to extend the Qdot SLD emission bandwidth
and device performance [4]. In general, output power in tens-of-milliwatts up to 180 mW, and
emission bandwidth (3 dB) in tens of nm to 310 nm, have been achieved, and very recently
reaching 350 nm via simultaneous emission from hybrid QW-Qdot active region [5], [15]. As
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for the conventional 1300 nm QW-based SLDs, high power of 9100 mW has been reported
with optical bandwidth reaching several tens of nanometers to about 100 nm [7]–[11]. The improvement in the SLD figures of merit, such as optical power, large spectral bandwidth, and flattop spectral shape are required for achieving higher axial resolution, improved signal-to-noise
ratio, and penetration depth in an OCT system. However, simultaneous optimization of power
and bandwidth [i.e., power-bandwidth product (PBP)] still pose a challenge in both types of active regions. In the MQW domain, various research paths have been explored and demonstrated to optimize PBP and spectral profile in particular. For instance, by employing (a)
identical MQWs active region and relying on simultaneous emission from QWs ground state
(GS) and first excited state (ES) [10], [16]; (b) asymmetric MQWs based on simultaneous GS
emissions [7], [8]; and (c) combination of both the above approaches [17]. In general, the
method in (a) usually results in spectral dip in the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) spectrum which affects the OCT resolution and usable power [4], while both approaches in (b) and
(c) require comparatively complex and optimized epitaxial structure design. SLD with ultra-wide
emission bandwidth of 9 250 nm, centered at 1450 nm, have been reported based on approach (c), however, with a very lower output power of 0.2 mW [17].
In this work, a simpler identical MQW epitaxial structure is utilized. By properly engineering
the GS and ES e-hh and e-lh emission overlaps of each QW states with comparable emission
intensities across the inhomogeneous optical transitions, in a compressively strained four
QW active region; we demonstrate a SLD with simultaneous achievement of wide and flattopped 125 nm optical bandwidth and output power of 70 mW, which corresponds to a PBP of
8750 mWnm. This value is better than the commercially available pigtailed SLDs encompassing
1300 nm wavelength, with exhibited PBP value in the range of 300–1650 mWnm [18]–[20].
Moreover, wall-plug efficiency (WPE) in excess of 14% is demonstrated from this batch of
devices while preserving the device performance. This is attributed to the variation in antireflection (AR) coating properties, which can be applied as a facet engineering technique to enhance PBP of SLDs. The WPE and optical bandwidth values, to our knowledge, are the best
values reported at 1300 nm wavelength window. Besides addressing the field of biomedical
imaging, optical short reach communications, such high-power and broadband near infra-red
SLD devices could serve as key sources in optical time domain reflectometry, fiber gyroscopes,
etc., thus improving the respective system's performance characteristics [5], [14].

2. Experimental Method
The device active region consists of four 6.7 nm thick compressively strained InGa0:84 As0:59 P
QWs separated by 10 nm thick tensile strained InGa0:863 As0:255 P barrier layers. The un-doped
active region is sandwiched between 100 nm thick lattice-matched InGa0:882 As0:249 P separate
confinement heterostructure layer. The waveguide core is later covered with  0:8 m and
 1:7 m thick n- and p-type InP cladding layers with Si and Zn dopant, with doping concentration varying from 1  1018  2  1018 cm3 and 5  1017  5  1018 cm3 , respectively. The
cladding layers are lattice-matched to the n-doped InP substrate and the metal-oxide chemical
vapor deposition (MOCVD) grown device structure is completed by a 100 nm thick highly doped
ð91:5  1019 cm3 Þ InGa0:533 As contact layer. The SLD devices are fabricated utilizing the standard fabrication process with 7 tilted ridge-waveguides with respect to the normal of the device
facets. The 2 m ridge-width SLDs are later cleaved to 1.0 mm length with both facets coated
with AR coating before electrical characterization. For photoluminescence (PL) measurements,
the un-fabricated full device structure is utilized and illuminated with 980 nm laser excitation
source to measure the room temperature excitation power dependent PL. Several fabricated
SLD devices were tested using both, pulsed mode (0.5 s current pulse width and 0.01% duty
cycle) and continuous wave (CW) operation, and under thermo-electric cooling. For emission
spectra measurement, the optical power of the SLDs is butt-coupled into either a lensed multimode fiber which is connected to an optical spectrum analyzer pre-set at 1.0 nm resolution, or
a wedge single-mode fiber with fine 0.1 nm resolution.
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Fig. 1. Room temperature photoluminescence measurement from the full SLD device structure as a
function of excitation power density. A PL linewidth of 185 nm is measured at 1950 W/cm2 excitation power density.

3. Results and Discussion
Room temperature PL results of the SLD device structure under different excitation power density values is presented in Fig. 1. Two emission peaks at 1310 nm and 1276 nm are visible
at high excitation density of 9 975 W/cm2 which persists even at low excitation power of
97 W/cm2 . However, the two peaks are found to merge and later separate out with increasing
excitation power density, thus indicating a comparable radiative recombination from the same
QW transition state. We attribute these emission peaks to the recombination at GS e-hh (1e-1hh)
state within the QWs and the bimodal behavior to the 1e-1hh state inhomogeneity across the
MQWs. This is due in part to the composition and thickness fluctuation during growth and primarily to the variation in the built-in compressive strain that each succeeding QW experiences, leading to broadening of the 1e-1hh optical transitions [9], [21]. The emission hump at 1235 nm at
high excitation power density of 1950 W/cm2 again suggests bimodal peaks. In fact the evolution of the PL around this wavelength with increasing excitation power density show the hump
composed of superposition of two emission peaks. Furthermore, a weak emission also appear
at 1185 nm under excitation power density of 9 325 W/cm2 . These short wavelength emission
humps and shoulders indicate the existence of ES emission in the MQW system. Therefore, we
ascribe the emission at 1235 nm primarily to the ES e-hh (2e-2hh) transition states and partly
to the GS e-lh (1e-1lh) recombination [21]. The latter transition state is possible in our compressively-strained MQW system which separates the 1e-1hh and 1e-1lh recombination, thus contributing to the inhomogeneity of the active region [9]. We attribute the shortest emission
shoulder at 1185 nm to the emission from ES e-lh (2e-2lh) radiative transition which is found
to be weak. In general, the collective emission from the dispersive GS and ES states, with
each representing e-hh and e-lh recombination, respectively, contributed to the inhomogeneous
broadening of our MQW active region system. Comparable emission intensities among the GS
and ES emissions (0.7 dB difference between 1e-1hh and 2e-2hh) lead to an ultra-broad PL
linewidth (full-width-at-half-maximum) of 185 nm (144 meV) at 1950 W/cm2 . Such a broad
and fairly flat-topped PL profile shows the effectiveness of our device design for realization of
broadband devices such as broadband lasers, semiconductor optical amplifiers, and SLDs.
Fig. 2(a) depicts the room temperature output power-current-voltage ðLI V Þ characteristic
of our SLD (SLD1). The device exhibited a series resistance and a turn-on voltage of 1.1 V
and 2–3 , respectively. A super-linear characteristic is evident with total measured output
power (2 facets, assuming identical facets reflectivity) of 9 70 mW. The corresponding ASE
spectra at different pulsed current injection are shown in Fig. 2(b). An ultra-broad and flat-top
emission profile is apparent with 3dB bandwidth 9 100 nm for injection current  0.1 A and
reaching a maximum of 125 nm at 1.0 A. The summary of SLD characteristics as a function of
pulsed current injection, at room temperature, is shown in Fig. 3(a). The central emission
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Fig. 2. (a) Room temperature LI V characteristics of 7 tilted, AR coated, ridge waveguide 2 
1000 m2 SLD1 device under pulsed current operation. The corresponding measured (b) emission
spectra as a function of pulsed current injection. The 3 dB bandwidth at each injection current is
shown in (b). The emission spectra in (b) are vertically offset for clarity.

Fig. 3. (a) Effect of pulsed current injection on SLD1 device's central emission wavelength, emission bandwidth, and spectral ripple at room temperature. (b) Room temperature LI characteristics
under CW current operation (inset), and emission spectra as a function of current injection, measured on SLD2 device. (c) Summarized changes in central emission wavelength, emission bandwidth, and APSD, with sub-mount temperature, of SLD2 device. The spectral ripple in (a) is
measured within 10 nm wavelength span from the central emission wavelength and with an error
margin of 0.5 dB for 9 0.2 A pulsed current injection. The solid lines in (a) and (c) are a guide to
the eye, and the emission spectra in (b) are vertically offset for clarity.

wavelength (calculated by identifying the central wavelength at 3dB bandwidth) varied from
1300 nm to 1275 nm with increasing injection while the calculated PBP and average power
spectral density (APSD) at 1.0 A are 8750 mWnm and 0.56 mW/nm, respectively. The device
displayed a coherence length in air of 11.5 m (0.88 times ratio of central wavelength square
and 3dB bandwidth) and maximum external quantum efficiency (EQE) and WPE of 11.7% and
5.2%, respectively, which are reasonable values in SLD domain [5]. The spectral ripple, measured within 10 nm span from the central emission wavelength, is also plotted in Fig. 3(a). The
ripple stayed below 1.0  0.5 dB up to a pulsed current injection of 0.5 A and later increased to
1.2  0.5 dB. In general, the spectral ripples using tilted configuration SLDs based on QW
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active region are expected to show high values owing to the possibility of device operation
reaching the onset of lasing because of the high modal gain of QW nanostructures [7].
This achievement of SLD performance is a result of active region engineering to obtain simultaneous and comparable emission from different QW transition states of the MQW system. Notice in Fig. 2(b) that during the low current injection, the longer wavelength emission near
1315 nm dominates compared to the shorter wavelength emission near 1240 nm. This is
ascribed to the state filling and recombination of lower energy 1e-1hh transitions by the carriers
first resulting in domination of ASE at 1315 nm [17]. However, the difference in the ASE level
when compared to the emission from higher energy 1e-1lh and 2e-2hh states, corresponding to
emission near 1240 nm, is mere 4.0 dB at 0.11 A (not shown). This value reduced considerably to 2.0 dB at 0.31 A, and eventually becomes negligible at 0.41 A (i.e., G 0.5 dB), thus providing a flat-topped emission beyond this current value with comparable emission from both the
dominating QW states. This observation is a direct effect of 1e-1hh energy level saturation because of completely filled density of states and therefore carriers occupying the next available
higher energy level (1e-1lh and 2e-2hh) with increasing current injection, thus contributing to the
increase in ASE at shorter wavelengths [12]. This phenomenon increases the emission bandwidth and inherently blue shifts the central emission wavelength, as summarized in Fig. 3(a).
Moreover, it is worth mentioning that the device demonstrated an emission bandwidth of 9 100 nm
for entire current range of 9 0.11 A, thus showing the effectiveness of the device design.
Fig. 3(b) shows the SLD performance under CW operation, measured from another device
SLD2 which underwent identical fabrication and AR coating process (same batch) besides exhibiting similar pulsed LI V and spectral characteristics, as that of SLD1. A total output power
of 91.6 mW is measured at 0.12 A current injection with corresponding measured bandwidth
of 60 nm. This is the maximum emission bandwidth measured from our device before power
roll-off. A weak super-linear characteristic is visible in the inset of Fig. 3(b) with device reaching
ASE regime within 20 mA of CW injection. The central emission wavelength is observed to be
at 1310 nm under low injection of 25 mA which blue shift to 1296 nm at 0.12 A along with
13 nm increase in the 3dB bandwidth. This again dictates the dominance of GS 1e-1hh transition state under this mode of current operation. On comparing the CW characteristics with
pulsed operation (Fig. 2), a different behavior in carrier emission process within the MQW active
region is observed. An additional junction heating phenomenon under CW operation might have
altered the carrier distribution among the QWs due to shallow conduction band offset and hence
the way radiative recombination occurs in the inherent MQW inhomogeneous system [10], [22].
The device showed a red-shift in the emission wavelength and increase in the bandwidth by
10 nm (i.e., 72 nm) beyond 0.12 A with reduction in optical power because of excessive device heating. It is to be noted that our device structure and material quality is un-optimized and
hence a substantial difference between the CW and pulsed operation is obvious.
In order to investigate the SLD performance at elevated temperatures, SLD2 is tested at various temperatures under pulsed operation. The results are shown in Fig. 3(c). The device performance degraded substantially on varying the temperature from 15  C to 45  C with the APSD
reducing from 0.8 mW/nm at 15  C to 0.2 mW/nm at 45  C and eventually to 0.08 mW/nm at
75  C. This is accompanied by an appreciable redshift in the central emission wavelength from
1300 nm at 15  C to 1313 nm at 45  C and eventually to 1355 mW/nm at 75  C. The drastic decrease in the optical power with increasing temperature is attributed to the shallow conduction band offsets of InGaAsP material system, thus favoring carrier spill over with increasing
temperature rather than radiatively recombining within the QW (weak carrier confinement) [23].
Note that the emission bandwidth shows a sigmoidal behavior accompanied by reduction in the
signal-to-noise ratio with increasing temperature, indicating competition between the QW energy
states for eventual domination. In fact we observed multiple emission peaks in the ASE spectra
at elevated temperatures ð9 35  CÞ with one of them dominating (and also found it to be a function of injection current), indicating non-uniform distribution of carriers among the QWs at
high temperature [21], [22]. We attribute this complex temperature dependent ASE emission
and red shift in the central emission wavelength to the collective phenomena such as junction
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Fig. 4. Room temperature (a) L  I characteristics of 7 tilted, AR coated, ridge waveguide 2 
1000 m2 SLD2, SLD3, and SLD4 devices under pulsed current operation, and the corresponding
(b) APSD and WPE as a function of pulsed current injection. (c) Emission spectra of SLD3 and
SLD4 devices at two pulsed current injection values (A ¼ D ¼ 0:2 A, B ¼ 0:4 A, and C ¼ 0:18 A).
The solid and dashed lines in (a) and (b) corresponds to the ASE and stimulated emission regimes,
respectively. Note that the alteration in the facets reflectivity resulted in different device performance with WPE reaching as high as 14%.

heating, phonon-assisted tunneling, optical activation, etc., occurring simultaneously in the MQW
system [24].
We selected two more devices (SLD3 and SLD4) from the same batch that underwent identical fabrication and AR coating process, and plotted their room temperature pulsed LI characteristics in Fig. 4(a), besides SLD2 results. The respective APSD, WPE values, and emission
spectra are plotted in Figs. 4(b) and (c). A substantial increase in the output power from SLD3
and SLD4 with values reaching 31 mW with PBP of 3380 mWnm (at 0.2 A) and 37 mW with
PBP of 5120 mWnm (at 0.18 A), are observed, when compared to 22 mW with PBP of
2398 mWnm from SLD2 (at 0.2 A), under pulsed injection. This corresponds to approximately
1.5–2.0 times increase in PBP value compared to SLD2, with SLD3 exhibiting output power in
excess of 80 mW at  0.45 A. In general, an emission bandwidth of at least 100 nm and
APSD 9 0.4 mW/nm are demonstrated by both SLD3 and SLD4 devices. Additional attractive
feature worth mentioning about these devices is the significant increase in their efficiencies,
plotted in Fig. 4(b). An EQE (not shown here) and WPE in excess of 13.5% and 7%, 18.5%
and 9%, 24% and 14%, are observed from SLD2, SLD3, and SLD4, respectively. The latter
device efficiencies are double in value when compared to the former one, and comparable to the
achievements at other wavelengths (WPEs of 28% [25] at 1500 nm and 16% [2] at 980 nm).
The above difference in the performance of SLD devices is a result of alteration in AR coating
thickness, thus modifying the reflectivity value of the facets. We postulate that the facets reflectivity of SLD2 G SLD3 G SLD4, thus allowing higher level of ASE to undergo multiple-pass amplification in SLD4 compared to SLD2 and hence increased optical power. It is noted that the
possibility of achieving lasing condition is higher in this SLD configuration; therefore, the device
is required to operate below the onset of lasing threshold to maintain large PBP. This is a potential method to improve the performance by engineering the reflectivity (AR coating thickness) of
the MQW SLD facets. In existing SLD literature, schemes for controlling the power [12] or wavelength [26] of the rear facet optical feedback signal with front facet AR coated, has been demonstrated to increase the SLD power and engineer the ASE spectra profile, respectively,
employing bulky optical components, in general. While in the stimulated emission regime, gain
flattening coating on asymmetric MQW InGaAsP/InP laser was demonstrated that allowed
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achievement of laser operation over wider spectral range [27]. Therefore, the approach of controlling the reflectivity of both facets, without any external optics, will allow higher power level to
be achieved while preserving the SLD performance, due to multiple-pass ASE amplification,
compared to the reported double-pass amplification schemes.

4. Conclusion
We demonstrated a high-power and ultrawide bandwidth InGaAsP/InP MQW SLD. Room temperature PL linewidth of more than 180 nm from the device structure affirms the inhomogeneous
nature of the MQW active region. The device exhibited a flat-top emission bandwidth of 125 nm
and APSD 0.56 mW/nm with low spectral ripple  1:2  0:5 dB, thus asserting our achievement in designing inhomogeneous active region with comparable emission from different QW
transition states. Furthermore, WPE as high as 14% is achieved from this batch of devices thus
paving way for possible facets reflectivity engineering approach in obtaining high efficiency and
PBP SLD devices. Our current demonstration of high-efficiency, high-power, flat-top and broadband SLD may shift the paradigm, which is dominated by InAs/GaAs self-assembled Qdots,
back to MQW system.
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